
Q1 Name
Answered: 49 Skipped: 0

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Nicky Lloyd 4/11/2017 12:06 PM

2 Mark Birdsall 4/1/2017 7:22 PM

3 katrina moir 3/23/2017 3:40 PM

4 Julia Baker 3/21/2017 8:25 PM

5 Janette cook 3/21/2017 8:03 PM

6 Daniel Cudby 3/21/2017 8:28 AM

7 Terry Shearstone 3/18/2017 8:09 AM

8 Sheena 3/17/2017 10:04 PM

9 Larissa Peachey 3/16/2017 4:15 PM

10 Stephen Flint 3/16/2017 8:04 AM

11 Glen Savage 3/15/2017 6:11 PM

12 Inez MacDonald 3/15/2017 4:16 PM

13 Anne Cooper 3/15/2017 12:29 PM

14 Blaise Chamberlain 3/15/2017 7:05 AM

15 Watson Irving 3/14/2017 9:07 PM

16 Elizabeth 3/14/2017 8:54 PM

17 Andrea Woodford 3/14/2017 8:47 PM

18 Mike Finlayson 3/14/2017 8:43 PM

19 Darren 3/14/2017 8:32 PM

20 Carl Jones 3/14/2017 8:15 PM

21 Junior 3/14/2017 7:32 PM

22 Heath Tapper 3/14/2017 5:50 PM

23 Clinton Hart 3/14/2017 4:51 PM

24 Betsie 3/14/2017 2:50 PM

25 Hirata Titcombe 3/14/2017 1:05 PM

26 craig jamieson 3/14/2017 12:38 PM

27 Jason Grunwell 3/14/2017 12:14 PM

28 Anita Bronlund 3/14/2017 12:09 PM

29 Mike 3/14/2017 10:51 AM

30 Melissa Burfield 3/14/2017 10:25 AM

31 Cecilia Tyne 3/14/2017 10:20 AM

32 Viv Blay 3/14/2017 10:07 AM

33 Tania Garbes 3/14/2017 8:55 AM

34 Anna North 3/14/2017 8:41 AM

35 Tim Rogers 3/14/2017 8:37 AM
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36 Dean Spicer 3/14/2017 8:32 AM

37 Brad Seaman 3/14/2017 8:31 AM

38 Mandy Evans 3/14/2017 8:21 AM

39 Sue Kay 3/14/2017 8:09 AM

40 Craig Goldsmith 3/14/2017 7:58 AM

41 Monica Julian 3/14/2017 7:53 AM

42 Donna Koekemoer 3/14/2017 7:52 AM

43 Karen Greenslade 3/14/2017 7:51 AM

44 Mark Robinson 3/14/2017 7:34 AM

45 Bronwyn Prescott 3/14/2017 7:31 AM

46 James Groombridge 3/14/2017 7:19 AM

47 Nigel GREY 3/14/2017 7:18 AM

48 Tuakau Whiu 3/14/2017 7:18 AM

49 Justine Crawford 3/14/2017 7:17 AM
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Q2 Club
Answered: 49 Skipped: 0

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Piha 4/11/2017 12:06 PM

2 East End 4/1/2017 7:22 PM

3 whakatane 3/23/2017 3:40 PM

4 Waipu Cove 3/21/2017 8:25 PM

5 omanu 3/21/2017 8:03 PM

6 Foxton 3/21/2017 8:28 AM

7 st Kilda 3/18/2017 8:09 AM

8 Bethells Beach 3/17/2017 10:04 PM

9 Pacific 3/16/2017 4:15 PM

10 Mairangi Bay 3/16/2017 8:04 AM

11 Orewa 3/15/2017 6:11 PM

12 Mangawhai Heads 3/15/2017 4:16 PM

13 Pacific 3/15/2017 12:29 PM

14 Waimairi Beach 3/15/2017 7:05 AM

15 Maranui SLC 3/14/2017 9:07 PM

16 Palmerston North 3/14/2017 8:54 PM

17 Waihi Beach 3/14/2017 8:47 PM

18 Waimarama 3/14/2017 8:43 PM

19 Westshore 3/14/2017 8:32 PM

20 Titahi Bay 3/14/2017 8:15 PM

21 Aumua 3/14/2017 7:32 PM

22 Whangamata 3/14/2017 5:50 PM

23 Waihi beach 3/14/2017 4:51 PM

24 Tairua 3/14/2017 2:50 PM

25 Maranui SLSC 3/14/2017 1:05 PM

26 taylors mistake 3/14/2017 12:38 PM

27 Piha 3/14/2017 12:14 PM

28 Midway 3/14/2017 12:09 PM

29 Westshore 3/14/2017 10:51 AM

30 Maranui 3/14/2017 10:25 AM

31 Red Beach 3/14/2017 10:20 AM

32 Waikuku Beach Surf life Saving Club 3/14/2017 10:07 AM

33 Ocean Beach Kiwi 3/14/2017 8:55 AM

34 East End Slsc 3/14/2017 8:41 AM

35 Orewa 3/14/2017 8:37 AM
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36 New Plymouth Old Boys 3/14/2017 8:32 AM

37 Muriwai 3/14/2017 8:31 AM

38 Worser Bay 3/14/2017 8:21 AM

39 Ocean Beach Kiwi SLSC 3/14/2017 8:09 AM

40 Taylors Mistake 3/14/2017 7:58 AM

41 whakatane 3/14/2017 7:53 AM

42 Sumner Surf Life Saving Club 3/14/2017 7:52 AM

43 Pacific Surf Lifesaving 3/14/2017 7:51 AM

44 Whangamata 3/14/2017 7:34 AM

45 Mairangi Bay 3/14/2017 7:31 AM

46 Worser Bay 3/14/2017 7:19 AM

47 Papamoa 3/14/2017 7:18 AM

48 Bethells Beach 3/14/2017 7:18 AM

49 Worser Bay 3/14/2017 7:17 AM
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Q3 What do you think the primary purpose of the Oceans' event is?
Answered: 43 Skipped: 6

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Surf Sports - for the kids serious about the sport side of surf to test their skills against others that
are serious about it

4/11/2017 12:06 PM

2 to provide a safe and fair environment for junior surf athletes to compete in 4/1/2017 7:22 PM

3 For our competitors to experience a national competition, compete against competitors from other
regions, have fun and build on relationships with other clubs

3/21/2017 8:25 PM

4 To put in your best effort after a season of training and coaching 3/21/2017 8:03 PM

5 To further our kids skills for surf life saving and challenge them in their chosen sport 3/21/2017 8:28 AM

6 To give the athletes (kids) the best experience. 3/18/2017 8:09 AM

7 For the kids to have the experience of competing at a nz event. Kids to have fun meet other kids
from other clubs.

3/17/2017 10:04 PM

8 Competition 3/16/2017 8:04 AM

9 Celebrate our ocean athletes within a Surflifesaving context 3/15/2017 6:11 PM

10 Active participation in a sporting competition/lifelong skills 3/15/2017 4:16 PM

11 introduction to National competition 3/15/2017 12:29 PM

12 For athletes to compete in a professionally run event as a team against the best in NZ 3/15/2017 7:05 AM

13 National Surf competition show casing NZ under14 surf talent 3/14/2017 9:07 PM

14 To help the new generation of clubbies to come through and encourage them to be top athletes
while also having fun.

3/14/2017 8:54 PM

15 Great competition and fun 3/14/2017 8:47 PM

16 An event where all levels of athletes can compete and the best rise to the top 3/14/2017 8:43 PM

17 to showcase surf sports at the U14 level 3/14/2017 8:32 PM

18 It's the National Champs for U14 Surf Lifesaving.... but it is also about the kids pushing themselves
in training to up their skills and fitness and then challenge themselves in really testing conditions
and competition.

3/14/2017 8:15 PM

19 To provide a national platform for our young surf lifesavers to show case their talent in a fun and
safe environment

3/14/2017 7:32 PM

20 Promote surf life saving Raise funds 3/14/2017 5:50 PM

21 To develop young athletes into better people and to win medals 3/14/2017 4:51 PM

22 To provide opportunity and encourage kids to participate in SLS and experience competition 3/14/2017 2:50 PM

23 Opportunity for like-minded individuals aged 10-14 years to compete to the best of their abilities in
surf life saving and also readying them for a lifetime community service of life guarding in future
years.

3/14/2017 1:05 PM

24 Kids having fun competing with surf and beavh skills they have learnt. 3/14/2017 12:38 PM

25 National competition in life saving events 3/14/2017 12:14 PM

26 To put all their water knowledge and skills into a challenge and have fun with our young athletes.
By competing in the ocean, no race is ever the same, so that excitement level is there.

3/14/2017 12:09 PM

27 Our Young Kids Testing themselves against the Elements and the best Kids around. 3/14/2017 10:51 AM

28 For all athletes to show case everything they have learnt over the surf season while enjoying
themselves to fullest (only way to keep them coming back)

3/14/2017 10:25 AM
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29 For the kids to compete in an environment with the best competetors from all over NZ and all the
fun that comes with it.

3/14/2017 10:20 AM

30 To prepare our children for a lifetime of safe enjoyment in the water. Meet people from other clubs
and provide a goal for training and improvement.

3/14/2017 10:07 AM

31 To give junior surf lifesaving athletes the opportunity to compete against other athletes from
around the country and test their skills. Also to make friends with other athletes of the same age

3/14/2017 8:55 AM

32 To expose our young athletes to different conditions, clubs and competitors from around NZ and to
give our young athletes the opportunity to compete at a national event.

3/14/2017 8:37 AM

33 Do get the kids to give everything a go and enjoy but also to challenge them. But also have the
competitive side to the event, all children want to be competitive.

3/14/2017 8:32 AM

34 To compete at a National level with surf and beach events 3/14/2017 8:21 AM

35 To get Kids to enjoy what a great sport surf life saving is whilst giving them great skills to move
forward with.

3/14/2017 8:09 AM

36 For kids to compete at a top level, learn about surf lifesaving and camaraderie with team mates
and competitors

3/14/2017 7:58 AM

37 for 10-14 year old to have a chance at competing on a national level at surf life saving 3/14/2017 7:53 AM

38 Participation. Fair play. Enjoyment. 3/14/2017 7:52 AM

39 To give the U14's a learning experience about competitions - to be with other U14 SLS and see
how/what they do, have an away trip with a group and learn about racing and competing

3/14/2017 7:51 AM

40 To encourage kids to become active in the surf club and provide skills & fitness that will enable
them to go on and be active life guards

3/14/2017 7:34 AM

41 Participation, competition and fun. 3/14/2017 7:31 AM

42 To have clubs from around NZ come together and compete 3/14/2017 7:19 AM

43 To compete at the highest level against other athletes from around New Zealand clubs in junior
surf lifesaving events

3/14/2017 7:18 AM
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100.00% 48

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

Q4 Did your club's athletes have a positive and fun experience at
Oceans'?

Answered: 48 Skipped: 1

TOTAL 48

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 It was a great learning experience for all. 3/15/2017 6:11 PM

2 Majority did but unfortunately one family did not. 3/14/2017 1:05 PM

3 Nil 3/14/2017 7:18 AM

Yes

No

Not Sure

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No

Not Sure
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88.89% 40

4.44% 2

6.67% 3

Q5 Did the team manager circular and memos provide you with the
information you required?

Answered: 45 Skipped: 4

TOTAL 45

# IF NO, WHAT FURTHER INFORMATION DID YOU REQUIRE? DATE

1 I was an Age Group Manager so received info via our overall Team Manager 3/14/2017 8:48 PM

2 Rationale for why events like grand cameron would continue to be held at tge start of day 4 rather
than at the end.

3/14/2017 1:07 PM

3 I didnt get the information personally, a txt to all the team managers each day would be great not
just the overall team manager

3/14/2017 7:54 AM

Yes

No

Not relevant

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No

Not relevant
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93.33% 42

0.00% 0

6.67% 3

Q6 Was the level of communication prior to the event adequate?
Answered: 45 Skipped: 4

TOTAL 45

# IF NO, WHAT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION DID YOU REQUIRE DATE

1 I was an Age Group Manager so received info via our overall Team Manager 3/14/2017 8:48 PM

2 Some of the communication could be earlier. 3/14/2017 7:18 AM

Yes

No

Not relevant

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No

Not relevant
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88.89% 40

0.00% 0

11.11% 5

Q7 Did you receive the information you required at the team managers
meeting?

Answered: 45 Skipped: 4

TOTAL 45

# IF NO, WHAT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION DID YOU REQUIRE DATE

1 Would be good if hand outs were available just prior to meeting, so that you can concentrate on
the discussions instead of trying to scribble down notes.

3/21/2017 8:28 PM

2 Karen from club attended and sorted corro 3/15/2017 12:29 PM

3 I was an Age Group Manager so received info via our overall Team Manager 3/14/2017 8:48 PM

4 I was only arena Manager, not overall manager 3/14/2017 10:52 AM

Yes

No

Did not attend

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No

Did not attend
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37.21% 16

48.84% 21

9.30% 4

2.33% 1

2.33% 1

Q8 What was your overall impression of the standard of officiating at this
event?

Answered: 43 Skipped: 6

TOTAL 43

# PLEASE PROVIDE ANY FURTHER COMMENT HERE DATE

1 Instances in the flags arenas where a u/13 girl kept being warned to stop looking behind her
everytime she set up and then broke which most spectators saw but the officials missed. Missing
stuff happens but how many warnings do you get?

4/1/2017 8:09 PM

2 These people give up their time and do their utmost to make it a fun event for all the competitors
while trying to keep them under control and the event running to time.

3/21/2017 8:46 PM

3 The officials were fantastic for the under 13 girls. 3/17/2017 10:10 PM

4 Information was excellent and the marshalling teams at the tents absolutely fantastic, learning kids
names and asking them how they went, keeping information relevant for the children to understand
and clear instructions.

3/15/2017 7:15 AM

5 Small issue with some IT software losing race data on the day. Time was made up thou. 3/14/2017 9:13 PM

6 The competition seemed to run a lot smoother and quicker this year, accepting that sea conditions
were very easy

3/14/2017 8:51 PM

Excellent

Above Average

Average

Below Average

Poor

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Excellent

Above Average

Average

Below Average

Poor
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7 Mostly was amazing. Really appreciate people giving their time to support our kids. Watched a few
races while being Lifeguard on the beach on the Thursday and saw one official give wrong
placing's to kids in Under 13 races in 2 heats. Then couldn't work ipad to clarify. I guess that that is
part of the learning curve. But again the majority was awesome

3/14/2017 8:38 PM

8 Some officials were clearly inexperienced abd made incorrect rulings which unfairly rattled athletes
snd threw team Managers into spins. Some officials were over boisterous abd were clearly rattled
thrmselves which took the light-hearted Ness out of the event.

3/14/2017 1:27 PM

9 There were very varying differences within each flag arena as to what was a DQ and what wasn't. 3/14/2017 10:30 AM

10 Just so you know I officiated for 2 days. My experience was frustrating - we had certain people
within our arena that did not understand their role and refused to listen to others input. I found the
way our arena was set up unsafe for some events, inconsistent briefing (in the surf race the first
race swam around 2 buoys, the next 4 buoys), officaials that were unclear about the rules for the
events and interrupted briefings but refused to get their rule book out, team races that were run
with mixed uniforms - I think we need to be clear on what officials are there for. We also need to
decide how we apply rules - do we apply them as per rule book or do we just run things how we
see fit (comment from one particular official was - these are only kids so it won't matter too much if
things are set up wrong or if rules are not applied. My opinion is that the rule book is there for a
reason and we are their to officiate neutrally and to apply the rules.

3/14/2017 9:05 AM

11 I would like to see in the beach flags when you get down to the final 10 to have video footage on
the start.

3/14/2017 8:11 AM

12 I think the officials at the 10 year arena were amazing. They had an awesome system of
marshalling the kids... only team managers marshalled the kids then. It was so efficient and saved
a huge amount of time. I had children in other a arenas and it was a disaster. There were to many
kids to be marshalled and a few of our kids missed out because we couldnt here the PA calling for
marshalling. I think all arenas should only have a parent or team manager marshal the kids then it
is there resposibility to go and make sure the kid is in the tent. Once again the under 11 tent was
awesome!!! Haley and ?? were so organised and friendly and helpful.

3/14/2017 8:01 AM

13 Very awesome - they definitely made it a fun event for everyone 3/14/2017 7:54 AM

14 Some hard but correct calls, everyone seemed to be backed up so that it wasn't just one person's
decision/view but a number of officials and when a particularly hard decision was required, the
event referees where involved to ensure the correct outcome which was really great.

3/14/2017 7:39 AM

15 Young officials who only just qualified were officiating. Bias from officials. 3/14/2017 7:29 AM

16 Our only issue was the communication of changes to arena. The officials could be more helpful in
communicating changes. We had 4 under 14 girls miss their surf race when the arena was moved.

3/14/2017 7:24 AM
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Q9 How would you rate the following aspects of officiating at the event?
Answered: 42 Skipped: 7

Event Referee
(Simone...

Event Referee
(Simone...

Deputy Event
Referee (Mik...
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Deputy Event
Referee (Mik...

Arena One
(Yellow/U14)...

Arena One
(Yellow/U14)...

Arena Two
(Orange/U13)...
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Arena Two
(Orange/U13)...

Arena Three
(Blue/U12)...

Arena Three
(Blue/U12)...
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Excellent Above Average Average Below Average Poor

Don't know/Not relevant

Arena Four
(Green/U11)...

Arena Four
(Green/U11)...

General
conduct of...
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37

 EXCELLENT ABOVE
AVERAGE

AVERAGE BELOW
AVERAGE

POOR DON'T
KNOW/NOT
RELEVANT

TOTAL

Event Referee (Simone Spencer)
Communication

Event Referee (Simone Spencer)
Conduct

Deputy Event Referee (Mike Brown)
Communication

Deputy Event Referee (Mike Brown)
Conduct

Arena One (Yellow/U14) Referee (Greg
Reiger) Communication

Arena One (Yellow/U14) Referee (Greg
Reiger) Conduct

Arena Two (Orange/U13) Referee (John
Chapman) Communication

Arena Two (Orange/U13) Referee (John
Chapman) Conduct

Arena Three (Blue/U12) Referee (Richie
Whinham) Communication

Arena Three (Blue/U12) Referee (Richie
Whinham) Conduct

Arena Four (Green/U11) Referee
(Kathryn Stewart) Communication

Arena Four (Green/U11) Referee
(Kathryn Stewart) Conduct

General conduct of officials
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96.77% 30

3.23% 1

Q10 If you had a one on one interaction with an arena referee(s) were
you satisfied with the interaction? Please provide further feedback on this

interaction.
Answered: 31 Skipped: 18

TOTAL 31

# PLEASE PROVIDE ANY FURTHER COMMENT HERE DATE

1 Related to the flags incident above. I approached the referee as it resulted in 1 of our competitors
being put out (silver medalist the year before). I treated them with respect and that was returned.

4/1/2017 8:09 PM

2 Interactions were dealt with carefully, effectively and efficiently. 3/16/2017 8:25 AM

3 All involved were very approachable and extremely professional 3/15/2017 6:25 PM

4 Always informative 3/14/2017 9:13 PM

5 Team Manager marshaling in the younger groups went really well 3/14/2017 8:51 PM

6 gave clear instructions 3/14/2017 8:41 PM

7 Yes answered questions quickly and happily 3/14/2017 4:54 PM

8 There was ongoing confusion on how many placings were being competed for in many semis,
quarters etc which resulted in some athletes missing out on final placings because they weren't
told and when they asked they were told to shut up. Made 7 months of training seem a waste of
time if it all comes down to these sorts of instances.

3/14/2017 1:27 PM

9 Kathryn was put in a hard spot as the person mentoring her continually interfered and did not let
her run the arena the way maybe she wanted to. On the occasions she was removed I found
Kathryn very good and communicated well and was willing to listen to our in put.

3/14/2017 9:05 AM

Satisfied

Not satisfied

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Satisfied

Not satisfied
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10 A member of the public queried one of our competitors that was DQ in the final 2 in beach flags
boys U13. The had filmed the start of the final and said our competitor did not move first and it was
the other boy that did. The referee said they do not look at video footage. As I was team manager
for Sumner I went into the arena to see what the issue was. The lady that queried the DQ was
quite loud however I felt the referee did not give her the time of day. I did view the video footage
and the other boy did defintely move however when I spoke to the competitor from Sumner he was
unsure why he had been DQ but was happy with the silver and didn't want me to query it. I felt the
referee took the womans query as something negative however she just wanted the video footage
checked. I was also shown another persons video footage of the same race and it supported the
first video I saw. I think it would be good however a bit time consuming, but the last 10 in beach
flags to film the starts. This would avoid a situation like this. I myself felt uncomfortable as it was a
stranger aguing for our competitor .

3/14/2017 8:11 AM

11 No one on one interaction 3/14/2017 8:01 AM
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100.00% 25

0.00% 0

Q11 If you had a one on one interaction with the event referee or deputy
event referee were you satisfied with this interaction? Please provide

feedback on this interaction.
Answered: 25 Skipped: 24

TOTAL 25

# PLEASE PROVIDE ANY FURTHER COMMENT HERE DATE

1 Clarification of a rule for changing tube rescue members during the final. Did seem strange that the
person just walked off the course and threw her hat to another team mate and said "i have had
enough, your turn" apparently this was ok.

4/1/2017 8:09 PM

2 Very polite and approachable 3/14/2017 9:13 PM

3 I am satisfied with result of conversation despite the fact I didn't agree the ruling that they made. I
guess sometimes the rules are more important than the kids?

3/14/2017 8:38 PM

4 I have not answered this as I have mixed feelings. Within our arena I do think we had too many
chiefs. I did speak to Mike about this and gave him some one on one feedback which was well
received and discussed. Simone on the other hand seemed to speak down to us as a group and
the way she handled and spoke to us as a group within the arena was not acceptable

3/14/2017 9:05 AM

Satisfied

Not satisfied

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Satisfied

Not satisfied
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63.41% 26

39.02% 16

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

Q12 Do you think that the officials displayed an 'athlete focused'
approach?

Answered: 41 Skipped: 8

Total Respondents: 41  

# PLEASE GIVE EXAMPLES DATE

1 Yes, did their best to keep the events running to time and ensured where possible that the athletes
were moved through the marshalling process quickly and efficiently.

3/21/2017 8:46 PM

2 The event callers were patient, efficient and friendly. They also communicated well with the
athletes. I am sure the software helped enormously also.

3/16/2017 8:25 AM

3 It was hard for them as they had to run their arenas. This should have been made by event
management and the like.

3/15/2017 6:25 PM

4 Keeping kids entertained and cool in the tent 3/14/2017 9:13 PM

5 U13 Boys struggled with the fairness of dropping semi finals in the surf race, 90 to 30 was a big
cut and seem unfair when most other arenas, kept them (it seem to be about timing of events not
what was fair for athletes

3/14/2017 8:41 PM

6 If by athlete you mean the "kid/club that was going to win"... then I guess yes! If by athlete you
mean "the kid/club that was doing their best".... then no. To worried of offending the top clubs to
think about the others.

3/14/2017 8:38 PM

Always

Sometimes

Not often

Never
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7 Keeping athletes outside of the marquees in the searing heat at times was irresponsible. Not all
clubs have consistent hot weather like other clubs. Keeping athletes waiting again in the heat
whenever software results broke down. Hardcopy info should also follow in the interests of
timeliness.

3/14/2017 1:27 PM

8 They are the centre of our oceans universe 3/14/2017 12:40 PM

9 Only issue in U14 Arena was the Call to Marshall of Male & Female Athletes at the same time.
With only enough room in the tent for Males the Females were left sitting in the Very hot conditions
way to long.

3/14/2017 10:59 AM

10 Most of the time. Sometimes they marshalled the kids before they even finished the previous event
which made it hard to be in two placed at once plus the kids didn't have time to go to the toilet or
have a drink or something to eat.

3/14/2017 10:28 AM

11 Mostly although there were times when athletes were in marshalling tents for very long periods eg
women's tube rescue

3/14/2017 10:18 AM

12 We need to decide how we are going to set up arenas and how we apply rules and give feedback
to the athletes. Are we to set up arenas to be safe for the athlete or as per rule book or to be
consistent along the beach or as per one official - they are only kids so it won't matter too much.
We are there for the athletes and to keep make sure things are run in a safe and fair way.

3/14/2017 9:05 AM

13 It was up to the athletes whether they wanted to take part in certain events and not the coaches or
parents.

3/14/2017 7:39 AM
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Q13 What do you think an "Athlete Centred Approach" is?
Answered: 32 Skipped: 17

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Focuses on achieving the athletes' goals - depending on child that can be completing a race or
winning the race

4/11/2017 12:13 PM

2 where the athlete is the main focus rather than the event 4/1/2017 8:09 PM

3 Putting the well being and needs of the athletes ahead of schedules and other constraints. 3/21/2017 8:46 PM

4 Being fair, conscientious, safe, friendly, managerial, efficient and organised and educated in their
role

3/21/2017 8:09 PM

5 Where all decisions made are for the benefit and well being of the athletes in the arena 3/21/2017 8:37 AM

6 Focusing on the athletes needs rather than appeasing parents, coaches etc. Parents particularly
are often blinded by their own prejudice regarding their own child's needs and wants.

3/16/2017 8:25 AM

7 Where all due care and consideration is made so that all athletes are able to compete in a fair
competition where they have opportunities to rest and recover....etc

3/15/2017 6:25 PM

8 The day is about them, their efforts, their accomplishments 3/15/2017 4:23 PM

9 Based on conditions of the surf and the programme and keeping in mind how many events some
children were entered into any changes made to the programme were made with the athletes in
mind.

3/15/2017 7:15 AM

10 Empowering the athelete 3/14/2017 9:13 PM

11 Where the competition is focused on the athletes competing and not how coaches and team
managers want the event to be run

3/14/2017 9:03 PM

12 The needs, well being of the athlete being at the focus and forefront of everything - not their age
group managers or parents

3/14/2017 8:53 PM

13 Considering all of the athletes, not just the ones (and their parents) who think they are special 3/14/2017 8:51 PM

14 Putting in place an environment/atmosphere that encourages/allows each athlete to do their best
and recognises/celebrates their achievement. In saying this I love the fact that one person wins.

3/14/2017 8:38 PM

15 Put the athletes first. 3/14/2017 7:35 PM

16 Children come first 3/14/2017 2:53 PM

17 All parties involved working WITH the athlete - never discarding the athlete's best interests ever! 3/14/2017 1:27 PM

18 They are the centre of our oceans universe 3/14/2017 12:40 PM

19 The athlete is put first in the decision making process 3/14/2017 12:18 PM

20 Being firm and always ensuring them with the correct information before each race. Catering for
their needs, ensuring safety.

3/14/2017 12:12 PM

21 Athlete enjoyment, Athletes ability to compete, Athletes ability to compete on a level playing field. 3/14/2017 10:59 AM

22 When you put the kids first for example having them in the tent out of the sun. This was great. 3/14/2017 10:28 AM

23 An approach that allows the opportunity for athletes to perform to the best of their ability and to
achieve their goals

3/14/2017 10:18 AM

24 The event is for the athletes and therefore everything we do as an official is to make sure races
are run in a fair and safe fashion and the focus is on the athletes

3/14/2017 9:05 AM

25 As per answer earlier on on what Oceans is about. 3/14/2017 8:39 AM

26 We are all there for the athletes and all focus is on their safety and for them to get the most out of
the event.

3/14/2017 8:14 AM

27 That all is fair. Everyone is happy and taken care of. 3/14/2017 8:11 AM
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28 Based on the needs of the competitor and how best to get them ready for their race 3/14/2017 8:01 AM

29 To cater for the needs of the individual - they always looked after our kids 3/14/2017 7:54 AM

30 Make it fair for the athletes and don't push them into something they don't want to do. 3/14/2017 7:39 AM

31 Ensuring fairness for all athletes. Focusing on athlete's wellbeing and motivation. 3/14/2017 7:29 AM

32 Safety first. Listen to what the athlete thinks. 3/14/2017 7:24 AM
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28.95% 11

34.21% 13

36.84% 14

Q14 Do you think protests should be considered at Oceans'? Please
provide reasons.

Answered: 38 Skipped: 11

TOTAL 38

# WHY? DATE

1 shouldn't be necessary if level of officiating is high 4/11/2017 12:13 PM

2 time taken to resolve. 4/1/2017 8:09 PM

3 Everyone needs to compete within the set rules but stopping a whole carnival to sort out a
relatively minor infringement isn't a productive use of anyone's time.

3/21/2017 8:46 PM

4 sometimes they may be needed but the officials should have the final say and it is not the olympics 3/21/2017 8:09 PM

5 Not quite convinced that protests should be allowed as the time keeping technology now is black
and white and disqualification decisions are made by a group of officials and referees in the arena
not just one person

3/21/2017 8:37 AM

6 would slow the event and gives the athletes more respect for officials decisions 3/18/2017 8:17 AM

7 The clubs train all year for this event, and there are a number of events leading up to oceans. The
clubs should be educating the kids and parents on the dose and don'ts

3/17/2017 10:10 PM

8 Things can be viewed differently by different people and different angles, but most importantly the
athletes have trained so hard and medals so difficult to get that it is important that issues are dealt
with in an appropriate and efficient manner.

3/16/2017 8:25 AM

9 I personally dont have an issue as it is up to the officials to pick these up. However i was asked by
one of my parents who was an official to have a word about a team not all in the same high vis
colours. I said i wouldnt as there is no protest. His response was have a word. To me that is a
double standard. In short we should all.play by the set rules. Opening up protests opens up to
individual interpretation and mess.

3/15/2017 6:25 PM

10 I have not been in a situation where I felt I would protest, however, I can see how it could happen. 3/15/2017 4:23 PM

Yes

No

Not sure
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11 there was a lot of pushing on the board races but would rather see more irb's watching and
penalising the kids doing it than trying to protest after a race

3/15/2017 7:15 AM

12 Balance fairnest in some cases 3/14/2017 9:13 PM

13 because that's life and shit happens at competitions that everyone gets upset about but everyone
needs to move on otherwise events will never get completed because some coaches and
managers take things to the extreme, especially as it is an under 14 event.

3/14/2017 9:03 PM

14 Judges decision should be final 3/14/2017 8:53 PM

15 But only if there is a robust procedure to prevent time wasting (e.g. Colgate games) 3/14/2017 8:51 PM

16 liable 3/14/2017 8:41 PM

17 Drag the competition on and referee decision should be final 3/14/2017 7:35 PM

18 Judges decision final 3/14/2017 4:54 PM

19 Depends how serious 3/14/2017 2:53 PM

20 Consistency!! They are allowed at carnivals why are they then disregarded at national events.
Otherwise do away with them at local carnivals!

3/14/2017 1:27 PM

21 You can't expect officials to catch everything as well as get everything right on the day. People
make mistakes.

3/14/2017 10:30 AM

22 Most decisions made by officials are clear and applied correctly. I do think we should listen to
inquiries and managers should be able to ask for clarification around the rulings we make

3/14/2017 9:05 AM

23 As you SLSNZ have mentoned and along with comments it is athlete focussed. A lot of potental
protests are coming from ill informed parents or managers. I think if they have a concern or query
then speak with the Arena Referee, I have always found them to be approachable and if they were
wrong in a decision will revisit it.

3/14/2017 8:39 AM

24 Everyone is human and makes mistakes. I would prefer protests to not happen but in the case of
the flags if you video the final 10 at the starts you have your evidence if you DQ so you would
avoid protests. Protests can turn nasty and some people get very heated however as seniors there
can be protests and in most sports there are.

3/14/2017 8:11 AM

25 Mistakes are made, and a protest might be a valid way to correct a mistake 3/14/2017 8:01 AM

26 Results are not important to our club 3/14/2017 7:54 AM

27 It is about participation, enjoyment and competition, this would open the flood gates which is
unnecessary. When they are older, this could be implemented.

3/14/2017 7:39 AM

28 Quality of officiating was poor than what I have seen at regional level. Communication regarding
marshalling was very poor so athletes missed events. Athletes in beach flags continued in rounds
and eventually ended up winning medals when spectators clearly saw one athlete did not take a
baton but the official didn't see.

3/14/2017 7:29 AM

29 We are human and make mistakes. One of our athletes was incorrectly placed in beach sprint.
Another club protested and their athlete went through to the next round instead of ours. Film
footage proved they were right and we had no issue with the fair decision.

3/14/2017 7:24 AM
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Q15 Please take the time to make any other comments about officiating:
Answered: 18 Skipped: 31

# RESPONSES DATE

1 I really appreciate that the officials give up their time to do this and that it's not always easy dealing
with over excited kids but they need to remember to make the calls about marshalling clearly and
give the kids time to get to the tents. Once the kids are in the tents, give them a 10 second
warning before giving instructions, don't start talking over the top of them while others are still
coming into the tent.

3/21/2017 8:46 PM

2 Great event and very disappointed it is shifting to Orewa as I have been coming for the last 17
years to oceans with one child still competing at this level for the next 4 years which does not
make the event as enticing as the mount is the perfect location and setup for everyone involved.

3/21/2017 8:09 PM

3 All officials do an exceptional job 3/21/2017 8:37 AM

4 Excellent level of officiating and communication. Only concern was the 3rd day where events were
perhaps run too efficiently, not giving athletes enough time between events especially when
moving between different arenas.

3/16/2017 8:25 AM

5 I thought they were fair. 3/15/2017 6:25 PM

6 It is a fantastic, well run event that we travel far to attend. The setting, beach, services and
accommodation make this one not to be missed for a small south island club. Thank you to all the
volunteers who make this happen for us.

3/15/2017 7:15 AM

7 Have a door way at the tent or a stand to make announcements 3/14/2017 9:13 PM

8 They just seemed more focused on keeping things moving this year 3/14/2017 8:51 PM

9 Lead Officials must be aptly qualified to cover this position. In one arena there were more
experienced officials in 'support' roles who could not override the Lead official even when he was
wrong. The lead official shoukd have also consulted with his team of officials before mis-advising
the athletes and their team managers. For e.g. in arena 2, the 200 metre badge being worn before
competing at run-swim-run was an error that should never have occurred!

3/14/2017 1:27 PM

10 Again: Only issue in U14 Arena was the Call to Marshall of Male & Female Athletes at the same
time. With only enough room in the tent for Males the Females were left sitting in the Very hot
conditions way to long. Any issues with seperate Male & Female Tents in each arena?

3/14/2017 10:59 AM

11 All officials should be in uniforms that are more visible, rolls within the arenas should be made
clear and mentors should be there to help and not interfere

3/14/2017 9:05 AM

12 Overall again very good, however a couple of comments I observed a few finishes from water
events where there was not ipad to video the finish and officials were unsure on whp finished
where etc, we have technology use it all the time. And flags there seemed to be different rules
from arena to arena, from chest on broung to no chest on ground etc. If that could be briefed to all
officials what they are looking for.

3/14/2017 8:39 AM

13 ON the whole very good. 3/14/2017 8:11 AM

14 Overall fine 3/14/2017 8:01 AM

15 I think if you say there are going to be quarters and semis then there should be quarters and
semi's, taking only 5 or 6 kids through to a semi or final of a board race isn't enough!! Should be at
least 8.

3/14/2017 8:01 AM

16 They were awesome! 3/14/2017 7:54 AM

17 Really great to see iPad's as this made the calls easier for the officials and could be reviewed by
the referees too, so that the correct call could be made.

3/14/2017 7:39 AM
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18 In the beach flags in arena under 12 the check starter's decision was final when he disqualified
athletes for false starts whereas in regional levels there were about 2 or 3 of us who made that
decision because at least 2 people saw the false start. This meant that the top athletes in those
events got disqualified and not sure it is because officials watching these top athletes rather than
everyone else because they are quicker.Officials need to be higher than Level 1 or have at least
one season of officiating before officialing at Oceans. Too many days to ask for an official to official
at Oceans therefore Officials are tired and can make mistakes.

3/14/2017 7:29 AM
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Q16 Where did your club stay?
Answered: 38 Skipped: 11

# RESPONSES DATE

1 mostly at Beachside Holiday Park 4/11/2017 12:16 PM

2 Individually organised accommodation 4/1/2017 8:11 PM

3 Rented a house 3/21/2017 8:48 PM

4 Mt campgroumd 3/21/2017 8:09 PM

5 Cosy corner holiday park 3/21/2017 8:39 AM

6 Book a bach homes 3/17/2017 10:14 PM

7 Across various locations, hotels, camp and houses 3/16/2017 8:27 AM

8 All over the place 3/15/2017 6:26 PM

9 Campground, and individual air bnb rooms 3/15/2017 4:25 PM

10 pacific Apartments 3/15/2017 7:16 AM

11 All over the place. Some with family, some in rental homes/bachs, some tenting, some
motorhomes, some apartments.

3/14/2017 9:14 PM

12 At a bach hired from book a bach 3/14/2017 9:05 PM

13 Mt Manganui - various, camp ground, apartments 3/14/2017 8:54 PM

14 All over the place, motels, book a batch, camping 3/14/2017 8:52 PM

15 own accommodation 3/14/2017 8:43 PM

16 Hire a batch 3/14/2017 7:36 PM

17 Central mount 3/14/2017 4:55 PM

18 Private accomadation 3/14/2017 2:53 PM

19 Various motels 3/14/2017 1:28 PM

20 holiday homes 3/14/2017 12:41 PM

21 Camp ground 3/14/2017 12:18 PM

22 Most stayed at the Oceanside Resort Twin Towers, otherwise around the Mount close by. 3/14/2017 12:13 PM

23 Multiple Venues 3/14/2017 11:00 AM

24 Various places 3/14/2017 10:31 AM

25 We were spread out from the camp ground to appartments and rented houses. 3/14/2017 10:30 AM

26 mainly in a few holiday houses in the area 3/14/2017 10:20 AM

27 all over the place - multiple hotels, camp grounds and houses 3/14/2017 9:06 AM

28 Atrium and Atlas 3/14/2017 8:40 AM

29 Different places 3/14/2017 8:33 AM

30 All booked their own accomodation 3/14/2017 8:16 AM

31 Everywhere from friends places to a motel. 3/14/2017 8:13 AM

32 The mount 3/14/2017 8:02 AM

33 many places 3/14/2017 8:02 AM

34 Book a Bach 3/14/2017 7:55 AM
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35 All over the place (not together as a club) 3/14/2017 7:40 AM

36 Rented houses 3/14/2017 7:30 AM

37 Home club 3/14/2017 7:28 AM

38 We all stayed independently. 3/14/2017 7:26 AM
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8.11% 3

16.22% 6

18.92% 7

13.51% 5

43.24% 16

Q17 What was the cost per person, per night?
Answered: 37 Skipped: 12

TOTAL 37
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7.32% 3

65.85% 27

26.83% 11

Q18 Did your club, group cater or self cater?
Answered: 41 Skipped: 8

TOTAL 41
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80.49% 33

9.76% 4

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

19.51% 8

2.44% 1

Q19 How did your club travel to the venue?
Answered: 41 Skipped: 8

Total Respondents: 41  
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35.14% 13

18.92% 7

8.11% 3

8.11% 3

29.73% 11

Q20 What was the approximate cost of travel per person return?
Answered: 37 Skipped: 12

TOTAL 37
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53.85% 21

46.15% 18

Q21 Does your club assist athletes to meet costs?
Answered: 39 Skipped: 10

TOTAL 39

# IF YES, WHAT TYPE OF SUBSIDIES TO YOU OFFER? DATE

1 The Club pays for the entry fee for our athletes. We offer a fundraising option to cover costs of
uniform, group dinners at Oceans and petrol costs for the towing vehicles. All other costs are user
pays.

4/11/2017 12:16 PM

2 Club pays entry fee and accommodation but we fund raise to repay the majority of the costs if
possible

3/21/2017 8:48 PM

3 We fundraise before the event and split the raised funds between families attending oceans 3/21/2017 8:39 AM

4 We fundraise for this event. So all the costs are covered through the fundraising. We want the
event to be as stress free and cost effective as possible for our families. Our families just need to
drive to the event and ensure Thier child gets to the event on time each day. All the rest is done for
them. Including food on the days of the event for the athletes.

3/17/2017 10:14 PM

5 Equipment is provided and some subsidizing of entry. 3/16/2017 8:27 AM

6 Our club does pay the entry fee and also assist with the costs of board transport and the person
having to drive the boards up with there costs of travel

3/15/2017 7:16 AM

7 All entry fees, accommodation, food are self funded.... fundraised for gear, kit, team dinner and
other stuff during Oceans

3/14/2017 9:14 PM

8 Funding grants from trusts 3/14/2017 9:05 PM

9 Pay the entry fees, provide tops and teeshirts 3/14/2017 8:52 PM

10 fundraising only to cover coaches accommodation and travel 3/14/2017 8:43 PM

11 Sponsored uniforms, bags, wax only. 3/14/2017 1:28 PM

12 Grants. Fundraising. Donations. Work party 3/14/2017 12:41 PM

13 Not sure but the club covered some costs 3/14/2017 12:18 PM

14 The club paid for entry fees and transport of boards-this was paid for out of fundraising efforts by
parents and athletes

3/14/2017 10:20 AM
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15 Club pays all athletes entry fees to compete at Oceans. Club also assisted in fundraising to lighten
the load for parents

3/14/2017 8:40 AM

16 Entry fee only. Everything else is to be paid by the competitor (accommodation, travel) 3/14/2017 8:13 AM

17 Our club pays the entry fees for everyone 3/14/2017 7:55 AM

18 Fundraising, gained sponsorship, paid Oceans entry fees, 3/14/2017 7:30 AM

19 Our club are based in Papamoa 3/14/2017 7:28 AM

20 $95 entry fee per athlete. Our club contributed $45 per athlete. 3/14/2017 7:26 AM
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48.78% 20

46.34% 19

4.88% 2

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

Q22 How would you rate the event management during the event?
Answered: 41 Skipped: 8

TOTAL 41

# PLEASE PROVIDE ANY FURTHER COMMENT HERE DATE

1 Overall I think this is an extremely well run event, the text communication was fantastic this year 3/21/2017 8:58 PM

2 Very well organized. 3/16/2017 8:33 AM

3 Maranui was well managed again helping the athletes concerntrate on the task at hand 3/14/2017 9:16 PM

4 The U11's arena ran like a dream, the marshalls were super efficient and friendly and so good with
the kids

3/14/2017 8:57 PM

5 Did feel some age groups were rushed by missing 1/4 finals( heat to semis ) would of liked to see
more races considering conditions. 1 day we were finished by 11.30. Long way to come for short
days.

3/14/2017 4:59 PM

6 On day 3 everything was very rushed and the U12/U11 children had to race from the finish line of
their events to make it in time for martialling at the next event. One this day all U12/U11 children
were finished by 12pm (this was not fair on all of these children), they deserve to have a rest.

3/14/2017 10:35 AM

7 Good communication, well run time table - 2 issues I thought. The change of times for the U14
grand cameron. The heat should have been run in the afternoon so athletes did not have an
excess of events on finals day, day 2 when officials from a water arena did not turn up to release
others from the sprint track - I found my day starting at 7am and finishing at 6.30pm as an official

3/14/2017 9:13 AM

8 A well run event. Well done. 3/14/2017 8:15 AM
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9 Weather was good. 3/14/2017 7:31 AM
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56.10% 23

36.59% 15

7.32% 3

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

Q23 How would you rate the event safety management during the event?
Answered: 41 Skipped: 8

TOTAL 41

# PLEASE PROVIDE ANY FURTHER COMMENT HERE DATE

1 Love the crack down on tents with dangerous pegs and guy ropes. Having the on duty guards in
each arena was great

3/21/2017 8:58 PM

2 Watersafety seemed to be lacking for the water events. 3/17/2017 10:18 PM

3 Better than 2016 3/14/2017 8:55 PM

4 At times there were free arenas which could have run other events in the interest of time. As a
result some events ran immediately after other events, thereby affecting athlete's performances.
For e.g. tube rescue followed by diamond followed by surf race followed by board relay. Really -
this was a heavy schedule for many competing athletes who were in all of these events!

3/14/2017 1:35 PM

5 I had a personal incident with one of our Athletes was hurt in the water. Nobody moved till I
entered the Arena; and then we couldnt get the medical staff to the arena meaning we had to carry
a very sore girls to the Medical tent.

3/14/2017 11:07 AM

6 As above, children were not rested enough between one race to the next. They're only 10-12 years
old.

3/14/2017 10:35 AM

7 Plenty of life guards and it was great to have one particular guard to help count athletes out of the
water.

3/14/2017 9:13 AM

Excellent

Above Average

Average

Below Average

Poor

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Excellent

Above Average

Average

Below Average

Poor
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8 Drawing attention to key hazards at team manager meetings was useful. Also noting when
accidents were most likely to occur, e.g. warm up.

3/14/2017 7:37 AM

9 Tides and weather were good so there were no big swells like 2016. 3/14/2017 7:31 AM
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Q24 How would you rate the following aspects of event and safety
management team at the event?

Answered: 41 Skipped: 8

Event Manager
(Scott...

Event Manager
(Scott...

Event Safety
Officer (Ros...
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50.00%
19

31.58%
12

5.26%
2

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

13.16%
5

 
38

51.28%
20

25.64%
10

5.13%
2

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

17.95%
7

 
39

56.41%
22

25.64%
10

2.56%
1

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

15.38%
6

 
39

60.00%
24

22.50%
9

2.50%
1

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

15.00%
6

 
40

60.98%
25

34.15%
14

2.44%
1

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

2.44%
1

 
41

Excellent Above Average Average Below Average Poor

Don't know/Not relevant

Event Safety
Officer (Ros...

General
conduct of...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

 EXCELLENT ABOVE
AVERAGE

AVERAGE BELOW
AVERAGE

POOR DON'T
KNOW/NOT
RELEVANT

TOTAL

Event Manager (Scott
Bicknell) Communication

Event Manager (Scott Bicknell) Conduct

Event Safety Officer (Ross Merrett)
Communication

Event Safety Officer (Ross Merrett)
Conduct

General conduct of event management,
event lifeguards, work party, and other
logistical volunteers
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# PLEASE FEEL FREE TO PROVIDE MORE DETAIL: DATE

1 For the number of competitors, coaches and spectators this is such an awesome event and it ran
like clockwork.

3/21/2017 8:58 PM

2 The volunteers and admin crew were outstanding and grear to deal with. 3/15/2017 6:28 PM

3 Marshalling workers in the U 12 girls arena were very competent and effective at crowd control. 3/15/2017 4:29 PM

4 Well done people and thanks heaps for the time put in. 3/14/2017 9:21 PM

5 Our club was issued with a warning on day 1 regarding conduct in arena 1. However only 1 side of
what happened was taken into account before the warning was issued. It didn't seem fair to have
only heard one side rather than both.

3/14/2017 1:35 PM

6 Generally very good, just a few negative comments re life guards & there focus. 3/14/2017 11:07 AM

7 I wasn't the manager attending the managers meetings so it's a bit hard to answer this. 3/14/2017 10:32 AM
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73.17% 30

4.88% 2

21.95% 9

Q25 Did the first aid staff provide an adequate service at Oceans'?
Answered: 41 Skipped: 8

TOTAL 41

# PLEASE PROVIDE ANY FURTHER COMMENT HERE DATE

1 Thank fully this year we didn't need any first aid but great to know it is available 3/21/2017 8:58 PM

2 Broken arm in beach flags. Good assistance provided 3/15/2017 7:18 AM

3 Not required by my group 3/14/2017 8:57 PM

4 Free physio was great 3/14/2017 8:55 PM

5 Not being able to get to the Arena the one time we really needed them. Nice Kids but felt under
resourced.

3/14/2017 11:07 AM

6 They were very helpful. Also a big thank you to the physio who was very professional and helpful. 3/14/2017 10:23 AM

7 Luckily enough we did not need to use plus we have the benefit of a parent Dr and also several
parents who are wel versed in 1st aid.

3/14/2017 8:42 AM

Yes

No

Not relevant

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No

Not relevant
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17.50% 7

75.00% 30

7.50% 3

Q26 Was the On-Call Lifeguard Ratio a barrier to your club's participation
at Oceans'?

Answered: 40 Skipped: 9

TOTAL 40

# PLEASE PROVIDE ANY FURTHER COMMENT HERE DATE

1 I say yes but we worked around the issue. We only had two competitors and luckily my daughter
(lifeguard) was coming for the weekend and was able to do the hours for us. It's very hard for clubs
with smaller numbers of competitors to supply lifeguards especially if they have to travel longer
distances.

3/21/2017 8:58 PM

2 I have to say perhaps yes, it could have been, as we are not able to supply a lifeguard. 3/15/2017 4:29 PM

3 Was not aware there was one 3/14/2017 8:57 PM

4 however would be extra cost if did not have parent lifeguards 3/14/2017 8:45 PM

5 Our lifeguards were students who arrived on the Friday. It's difficult for us to cover lifeguard on the
first day or two.

3/14/2017 7:37 AM

Yes

No

Not relevant

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No

Not relevant
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4.88% 2

70.73% 29

24.39% 10

Q27 Was the introduction of the Arena Safety Officer Ratio a barrier to
your club's participation at Oceans'?

Answered: 41 Skipped: 8

TOTAL 41

# PLEASE PROVIDE ANY FURTHER COMMENT HERE DATE

1 But the information was mixed up by the Oceans management and our on-call lifeguards (who are
our coaches) were used on the first day instead of our arena safety officers which did cause us a
couple of issues

4/11/2017 12:21 PM

2 Our club provided an ASO and 4 on call lifeguards throughout the weekend. Our ASO got rostered
on for half a day, for 3 days in a row as there were not enough (she didn't mind at all though). We
only had 6 competitors competing when some of the clubs who had a much larger number of
competitors didn't fulfill there obligations which we found rather unfair. Maybe this should be made
compulsory at time of entry as why should other clubs carry the slack for clubs that didn't think it
was necessary to provide any.

3/14/2017 9:11 PM

3 We couldn't provide this support as we did not have ample qualified guards to fulfill this role. 3/14/2017 1:35 PM

4 Didnt know there was one 3/14/2017 11:07 AM

5 We offered a lifeguard but he was not actually required. It gave some of our parents an incentive
to work towards lifeguard award themselves.

3/14/2017 10:23 AM

6 If we had more athletes racing it would have been as all our parents are not lifeguards. Only the
coach of the team was. It would have meant the coach had to do this. As we travel a long way to
get to this event not many parents come and the ones that do come tend to be just observers.

3/14/2017 8:15 AM

Yes

No

Not relevant

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No

Not relevant
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100.00% 41

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

Q28 Did you feel that your athletes were safe at Oceans'?
Answered: 41 Skipped: 8

TOTAL 41

# PLEASE PROVIDE ANY FURTHER COMMENT HERE DATE

1 At all times 3/21/2017 8:58 PM

2 Very. Thanks for this. There was the push at the beginning as was required (to make the site safe).
Conditions this year made for a more relaxed atmosphere..... there was the right amount of push
on H&S and the like for the conditions. Last year required more push and was given and I am sure
if required it would have been the same this year. Well done especially on this aspect.

3/14/2017 9:21 PM

3 Just the one incident 3/14/2017 11:07 AM

4 The focus on athlete safety is clearly evident. 3/14/2017 7:37 AM

Yes

No

Not relevant

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No

Not relevant
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Q29 How would you rate the following aspects of the event programme?
Answered: 40 Skipped: 9

Number of days

Start time
each day

Finish time
each day

Scheduling of
races

Arena layout
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74.36%
29

25.64%
10

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

 
39

55.00%
22

42.50%
17

2.50%
1

0.00%
0

 
40

38.46%
15

56.41%
22

2.56%
1

2.56%
1

 
39

35.00%
14

57.50%
23

7.50%
3

0.00%
0

 
40

85.00%
34

15.00%
6

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

 
40

45.00%
18

52.50%
21

2.50%
1

0.00%
0

 
40

# PLEASE ADD MORE DETAIL WITH REGARD TO PROGRAMMING: DATE

1 IN some arenas there were massive gaps in-between races and too much down time, in others
they hurtled through and finished early so kids went flat out for no reason.

4/11/2017 1:13 PM

2 In the U14 mens arena the board heats results were lost which meant both the girls and the boys
ended up doing quarters and semi's straight after each other without the usual alternation between
boys and girls events. I had a competitor in the last quarter final then marshalled into the 1st heat
semi final with only 5 mins between races. This isn't fair on competitors especially when the
program said the semi would be on the Saturday morning. There was no need to run the semi's
on the Thursday when Saturday finished so early. The loss of results could have been sorted out
much quicker by just talking to the team managers as we know our results, then any confusion
could have been checked on the videos instead of doing it the other way around.

3/21/2017 9:19 PM

3 Start could could be a bit later it becomes a bit hard on athletes after a couple of days of early
starts

3/21/2017 8:46 AM

4 Main concern was the speed at which the events were run on day 3 where athletes were not
getting any real rest between events and the U12s ended up finishing very early. Some were
needing to run between arenas as they were being called when had only just finished an event in
another arena. On the plus side there was much less waiting around which happens at other
events. In short, I think at times the turn around times were a little too fast.

3/16/2017 8:42 AM

Excellent Appropriate but room for improvement Poor

Don't know/Not relevant

Management of
programme...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

 EXCELLENT APPROPRIATE BUT ROOM FOR
IMPROVEMENT

POOR DON'T KNOW/NOT
RELEVANT

TOTAL

Number of days

Start time each day

Finish time each day

Scheduling of races

Arena layout

Management of programme
changes
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5 The moving of events from their scheduled arena was a nuisance. In one under 13 girls event on
Saturday, we stood to watch one of our participants, but her heat was marshaled out of the tent
and into the neighboring arena without any announcement at all, so her parents did not even see
her participate in the heat!!!

3/15/2017 4:49 PM

6 With the change in programme - it would be helpful if the marshalling of events was called out
over the loud speaker. We were forever having to go to the tent and interrupt to find out if they
wanted us to be there or not yet.

3/15/2017 7:24 AM

7 The ability to keep arenas going when the younger groups had finished to move the program
along faster would be beneficial. ie the U11 were all over very early on Friday... and those kids
were done for the day and then the Under 13 & 14's were still going 5 hours later.

3/14/2017 10:47 PM

8 Why is it that the BOP clubs always are allowed to set up their tents in prime position before
anybody else and hours before the official "set up" time? Travelling don't have the option of being
on site 24 hours before the competition starts

3/14/2017 9:19 PM

9 U11's arena took the opportunity to move a semi final forward on Day 1 given the conditions were
so good and we were running ahead of schedule. Took pressure off subsequent days

3/14/2017 9:06 PM

10 Possibly better communication to athletes regarding how many go through from each race 3/14/2017 5:05 PM

11 As mentioned earlier. Day 3 was a heavy workload. Some of it could have scheduled on day 2
because there was a free arena on day 2 for some time. Grand cameron - team Managers were
asked to vote for when this should occur. Despite the majority voting for it to be held at the end of
day 4 it still took place at the start. Where is the athlete centred thinking here!

3/14/2017 1:56 PM

12 Team events such as rescues should be at the end of the day, not just before Individual events.
And why not have team event finals on the last day as well?

3/14/2017 11:21 AM

13 Some days the U 12 were rushed trough the day and finished around 1 pm. 3/14/2017 10:37 AM

14 Arena 4 needed a barrier or bunting along the south end to stop parents from entering the arena
and interfering with the finishing area. Clear instructions to clubs around warm ups within the
arenas - area to practice board rescues.

3/14/2017 9:23 AM

15 The use of etext, some information coming through seemed to be delayed so we were hearing one
thing from an arena whic was differing to another. Overall not to bad. Scehduling of races
especially for the u12's was not correct, a number of parents not only from our club were heard to
say we spend all this money yet only spending half a day on the beach,

3/14/2017 8:59 AM

16 txt to all team managers 3/14/2017 8:07 AM

17 It would be good to have all arena programme changes texted to all team managers while the
event is on. It was difficult to keep up with the changes as we needed to be present by the
marshalling tent as announcements were made and if you werent there - you missed it.

3/14/2017 8:03 AM

18 Programme changes need to be clearly communicated to athletes. Officials in the old arena
should check that all athletes are aware that the event has moved. The U11 and U12 finished
really early some days.

3/14/2017 7:55 AM

19 Day 1 10am start could be earlier so that day 2/3 are not long days. 3/14/2017 7:41 AM
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Q30 How would you rate the following aspects of the event?
Answered: 40 Skipped: 9

Venue

Beach Flags

Sprint track
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Commentary

Atmosphere

Parking

Trailer Parking
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Accessibility

Food and
Beverage...

Exhibitors
Space
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92.31%
36

10.26%
4

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

 
39

62.50%
25

27.50%
11

7.50%
3

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

2.50%
1

 
40

58.97%
23

28.21%
11

10.26%
4

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

2.56%
1

 
39
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15

32.50%
13

27.50%
11

5.00%
2

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

 
40

65.00%
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32.50%
13

2.50%
1

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

 
40

10.00%
4

17.50%
7

35.00%
14

25.00%
10

5.00%
2

7.50%
3

 
40

Excellent Above Average Average Below Average Poor

Don't know/Not relevant

Merchandise

Toilets
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52.63%
20

34.21%
13

2.63%
1

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

10.53%
4

 
38

47.50%
19

47.50%
19

5.00%
2

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

 
40

27.50%
11

42.50%
17

20.00%
8

5.00%
2

2.50%
1

2.50%
1

 
40

27.50%
11
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17.50%
7

2.50%
1

2.50%
1

2.50%
1

 
40

20.00%
8

40.00%
16

25.00%
10

7.50%
3

7.50%
3

0.00%
0

 
40

15.00%
6

45.00%
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15

0.00%
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0.00%
0

2.50%
1

 
40

Trailer Parking

Accessibility

Food and Beverage
choices

Exhibitors Space

Merchandise

Toilets
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Q31 Ideally where would you like to see the Grand Cameron in the
programme? (Bearing in mind that any programme is subject to the

weather and surf conditions)
Answered: 35 Skipped: 14

# RESPONSES DATE

1 First event of last day works well as not all team members will make individual finals. We
understand that it would be a good last event to round the competition off but in reality people do
not want to hang out if they aren't competing.

4/11/2017 1:13 PM

2 last 4/1/2017 8:32 PM

3 First thing on final day 3/23/2017 3:49 PM

4 Last event on a Saturday afternoon so they are fresh for their finals on Sunday. 3/21/2017 9:19 PM

5 Like where it presently is 3/21/2017 8:15 PM

6 The last day is great and I thought it was ideally placed on the day. 3/16/2017 8:42 AM

7 Yes but possibly at the end as the Sunday was too huge for finalist. Perhaps having it earlier could
have been better.

3/15/2017 6:32 PM

8 Unfortunately, our club is ever able to participate in the grand cameron as we do not have the
correct mixed numbers of participants.

3/15/2017 4:49 PM

9 It adds to the fun on the last day. 3/14/2017 10:47 PM

10 That's a hard one my preference is at the end 3/14/2017 9:21 PM

11 It was OK where it was (Sunday morning). It's a team event, if individuals are precious about
finals, let another team member do the Cameron

3/14/2017 9:19 PM

12 At the beginning 3/14/2017 9:18 PM

13 Was good where it was on last day 3/14/2017 9:06 PM

14 maybe first day not fair on top kid on a busy last day 3/14/2017 9:05 PM

15 First thing on the last day or last event of day 3 3/14/2017 7:40 PM

16 Saturday morning because unfair on elite athletes who may be chasing individual medals to have
extra races on finals day

3/14/2017 5:05 PM

17 End of the day - it is a hard task to make an individual finals! 3/14/2017 1:56 PM

18 First on last day 3/14/2017 12:43 PM

19 Last day 3/14/2017 12:22 PM

20 Start of the first day 3/14/2017 12:19 PM

21 Last. 3/14/2017 11:21 AM

22 I believe this event should be the last event of programme, it definitely shouldn't be prior to
individual finals like it was this year. If not last it I don't belive having it on the same day as finals is
effective. Athletes who have made finals should be given the opportunity to feel rested enabling
them to give it their all and show case their talents to the fullest. The other positive to having it last
pulls all the teams and supporters together to finish of the event in the best way possible.

3/14/2017 10:49 AM

23 End of day 3 or early on finals day. 3/14/2017 10:37 AM

24 Heats maybe day 2 or 3 with final on day 3 or 4 3/14/2017 9:23 AM

25 Finals Day, great spectacle to watch, first thing on Sunday. 3/14/2017 8:59 AM

26 where it is 3/14/2017 8:37 AM
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27 Its nice to finish with the grand cameron as it is an all in event. You would be able to do that if the
event was scheduled to finish by 1pm to still allow travelling teams to get on the road. However it
worked this year at the start of finals day too as clubs who have no finalist were still able to take
part or were more likely to stay for it & then watch some of the finals before getting on the road.
Compared to if its at the end some don't stay.

3/14/2017 8:27 AM

28 It doesn't bother us. 3/14/2017 8:20 AM

29 Last day - no set time 3/14/2017 8:07 AM

30 last 3/14/2017 8:07 AM

31 at the start or end of day 3-4 3/14/2017 8:03 AM

32 First event in the morning worked well. This is an event that requires a lot of coordination and it's
easiest to do it early when the team is together and fresh. Competitive individuals can use it as a
warm up.

3/14/2017 7:55 AM

33 It is a great team event and it doesn't really matter when it is held. 3/14/2017 7:44 AM

34 Not on the last day of events as parents/athletes have to get up early just for that event or stay an
extra day to compete in one event only when they don't have finals on the last day.

3/14/2017 7:41 AM

35 Last event 3/14/2017 7:31 AM
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100.00% 40

0.00% 0

Q32 Would you like to see Oceans' return to Mount Maunganui in the
future? Please give reasons why.

Answered: 40 Skipped: 9

TOTAL 40

# PLEASE PROVIDE ANY FURTHER COMMENT HERE DATE

1 Great venue if ocean conditions are good. Everything there that you can need. Makes the whole
event an awesome experience for all that attend.

4/11/2017 1:13 PM

2 but could be any stretch of the beach along there, Omanu? not just the main beach 4/1/2017 8:32 PM

3 yeap close for us, lots of accomodation 3/23/2017 3:49 PM

4 Ability to have the club tents in such close proximity to the arena's is a must. No matter what the
tide there is space for beach events. There is adequate accommodation within the surrounding
area and it is an easy drive for most North Island clubs.

3/21/2017 9:19 PM

5 Mount Best place for this event in nz without a doubt. A big mistake changing an event that is so
fantastic to a poor beach like orewa with no surf, limited accommodationoption, parking and limited
beach space at high tide.

3/21/2017 8:15 PM

6 It works well for the amount of people involved, also there are 4 different venue options if the
weather/swell is not playing nice

3/21/2017 8:46 AM

7 The MT has great space. Can accommodate all attending. Great food. And just a great beach to
have oceans.

3/17/2017 10:25 PM

8 Its a tradition that we have enjoyed for the past 3 years for our family 3/15/2017 6:32 PM

9 Perfect location Infrastructure of Mt Maunganui is good for supporting an event of this size. We
love it there! And the camp ground is right there! And the hot pools!!! Our kids all loved it!

3/15/2017 4:49 PM

10 From a south island club point of view the variety in accommodation, hotels, camp or anything in
between. Stay 2mins from the venue or further out. Food options and cafes are right there and
some great options. Flights in can either go direct or fly to Auckland and drive. The many options
helps more families be able to attend from out of town. The beach - its one of the best and the
potential for surf - its a fair competition for all clubs all over NZ - there may be surf or there may be
not.

3/15/2017 7:24 AM

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No
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11 There are plenty of accommodation options ranging greatly in cost all within 400m of the event.
The weather is warm, the water is warm, the beach is large and not dependant on tides for event
scheduling. Infrastructure is place, there are food options close by. The surf is challenging and
brings the athletes closer together. Its not pool champs!

3/14/2017 10:47 PM

12 Perfect place 3/14/2017 9:21 PM

13 Mt Maunganui (or any other major BOP beach) is the best combination of approximately central
location, lots of accommodation options, and ocean swimming conditions (normally!). Anywhere
that requires negotiation of Auckland traffic is a problem. We're considering not going to Orewa
next year. No waves, no point

3/14/2017 9:19 PM

14 Because our club is already struggling to find accommodation close to Orewa for next year so we
will have to limit the amount of athletes we can take unless parents find there own accommodation
for their kids themselves, where at the mount there is plenty and it is a central location for the rest
of the country to travel too.

3/14/2017 9:18 PM

15 Great venue, accommodation options and atmosphere 3/14/2017 9:06 PM

16 conditions can very which makes it fair to all this is a surf event and should not be held swhere
only pool swimmers will feature due to flat conditions no wave

3/14/2017 9:05 PM

17 Perfect venue.. I'm speechless at the fact it's moving to Orewa next season. 3/14/2017 7:40 PM

18 NEXT YEAR PLEASE!!!!!! Infrastructure beach accommodation it has everything going for it 3/14/2017 5:05 PM

19 At least there is some surf! It's good to see kids develop skills in the waves and have the
opportunity to use them

3/14/2017 2:58 PM

20 It offers a mountain of choices accommodation-wise, and surf beach-wise. Did anyone ever ask
the athletes where they want to compete???

3/14/2017 1:56 PM

21 There is walking distance for family, athletes and friends to go off and be off the beach but still feel
apart of the vibe. The beach provides space for the athletes and supporters. The venue can be
changed each morning if weather changes.

3/14/2017 12:19 PM

22 The Kids want to be challenged by conditions at the Nations. The Mount gives that option, but if it
gets to challenging there are backups such as Shark Alley and the Harbour. Plus plenty of
Accomodation, Great Beach with space for Tents and all activities, & proximity to good food outlets
& town. May not attend Orewa next year for above reasons.

3/14/2017 11:21 AM

23 Booking Accomodation is easy and the logistics of travel is quite simple, the Mount is a lot more
central to NZ than Red Beach. I wouldn't be suprised at all if numbers drop having it so far up the
line (but I could be wrong).

3/14/2017 10:49 AM

24 The Mount provides an excellent arena with an excellent athmosphere and the kids love going
there.

3/14/2017 10:37 AM

25 Good facilities, good accommodation options, relatively central 3/14/2017 10:34 AM

26 I would like to see the event move around regions although I understand there are not many
beaches or clubs that could host this event. I would like to see it return but maybe as part of a
cycle - maybe 3-4 years and also give other clubs the chance to host. Maybe rotate between NR,
Central, ER and occasionally Southern

3/14/2017 9:23 AM

27 Yes and hopefully SLSNZ will see some common sense on this one. Location is absolutely ideal
from venue to accomodation, you name it it is there in the Mt. It is a no brainer, and I have spoke
to a large number of people from many clubs and hand on heart can say not one person has said
they want Oceans anywhere else but the Mt. I dont belive SLSNZ has consulted this decision
correctly with their major stakeholders, that been the clubs. I am already hearing a number of
people condisdering not going to Oceans 18 due to the location, reasons been the location,
transport / parking issues, no surf, water events dictated to by tide conditions (a heell of a lot mre
than at the Mt), accomodation issues already ad the cost of these. Im sorry we at NPOB totally
disagree with SLSNZ moving Oceans and beleive you have shifted it for all the wrong reasons that
we are hearing be it rumour or not, would be great if SLSNZ actuallyput it out there as to why they
are shifting the event. Even the host club for Oceans 18, have spokewith a number of them, they
dont want it there either.

3/14/2017 8:59 AM

28 Orewa is going to be a cock-up..... No surf, no back up area if the NE is pumping, no parking,
limited accommodation, traffic congestion.......good luck. The Mt Officials run a smooth operation

3/14/2017 8:37 AM
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29 Easier access to get to & all facilities are close at hand. More parents attend Oceans than senior
Nationals were clubs travel more as teams.

3/14/2017 8:27 AM

30 I believe The Mt is a great spot. There is plenty of other things you can do at the MT in short
walking distance. I understand the conditions do not always favour the MT however I have been
going to these events every year for the last 7 years and have loved every one of them.

3/14/2017 8:20 AM

31 Awesome place and venue, good surf (normally, not this year) accommodation is easy to get, not
too far for us southerners, I really think the venue would be very hard to beat. Weather is pretty
good too!

3/14/2017 8:07 AM

32 Or ohope beach!! 3/14/2017 8:07 AM

33 Its easy for our club to get here and its a great venue for big groups. The regions provide a better
experience as the locals are pretty welcoming. Cities already face pressure from lots of people
(hard to find accommodation for groups), cars (traffic jams), parking (not enough) and so it makes
managing away groups much harder. Regions are a lot more relaxed.

3/14/2017 8:03 AM

34 Location in centre of North Island. Chances of good weather are high. Accommodation options are
good. Plenty of cafes etc nearby. From an organisation perspective, it's easy to return to the same
place as we know where to go and what we're doing. However, moving Oceans to other locations
may help grow the sport and other clubs. It's easier for local clubs to involve more athletes in the
event.

3/14/2017 7:55 AM

35 Good waves but travel and cost of accommodation is an issue. 3/14/2017 7:44 AM

36 It feels like you are on holiday. There is plenty of parking. View and scenery is nice. Lots of beach
space for tents/athletes and plenty of alternatives if events have to be moved eg leisure island/pilot
bay within walking distance...Easy access to accommodation in the Mount, Omanu and Papamoa.

3/14/2017 7:41 AM

37 It has all the necessary facilities, including accommodation parking etc. It is also a fantastic beach
with the option to go to pilot bay.

3/14/2017 7:31 AM
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65.00% 26

35.00% 14

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

Q33 What was your overall impression of the event?
Answered: 40 Skipped: 9

TOTAL 40

# PLEASE PROVIDE ANY FURTHER COMMENT HERE DATE

1 Love Oceans ! 4/11/2017 1:13 PM

2 Great venue and atmosphere and very well organized. 3/16/2017 8:42 AM

3 I love that my daughter and her peers are able to spend time surrounded by awesome young
ocean athletes! It is very inspirational!

3/15/2017 4:49 PM

4 Well run, well organised and great fun 3/15/2017 7:24 AM

5 We had fun. 3/14/2017 10:47 PM

6 Seemed to be better organised than the last couple of years (accepting that the sea conditions
were easy)

3/14/2017 9:19 PM

7 Fully enjoyed it and I was able to see it from different aspects - as a parent, a manager and an
officail

3/14/2017 9:23 AM

8 Lots of competitors. Felt less competitive than 2016. 3/14/2017 7:41 AM
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48.39% 15

51.61% 16

0.00% 0

Q34 If you have managed teams at previous Oceans', how do you feel
this event compared?

Answered: 31 Skipped: 18

TOTAL 31

# PLEASE PROVIDE ANY FURTHER COMMENT HERE DATE

1 Much better communication before and during the event 3/21/2017 9:19 PM

2 First time 3/15/2017 6:32 PM

3 It was different! It felt more relaxed probably because of conditions. Kids loved it and are all
planning for Oceans 18.

3/14/2017 10:47 PM

4 Seemed to be better organised than the last couple of years (accepting that the sea conditions
were easy)

3/14/2017 9:19 PM

5 N/A 3/14/2017 11:21 AM

6 first time 3/14/2017 9:23 AM

7 I have put on par but could have been below as due to the u12's and lack of time for them on the
beach, one more event for them would have been great and filled those large voids

3/14/2017 8:59 AM

8 First time manager 3/14/2017 8:07 AM

9 The weather conditions certainly made for a smoothly run event this year!!!! 3/14/2017 8:07 AM
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32.43% 12

67.57% 25

Q35 Are there any events that you feel should be added to the
Oceans' programme? If so, please give reasons why.

Answered: 37 Skipped: 12

TOTAL 37

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Would prefer to see a rescue event for U12s. Could you not look at a team rescue for them - NR
do a mixed rescue event in their participation carnivals, great team event and good intro to
rescues. Rescues is what SLSNZ is all about surely... Also would be good to have the option for a
single sex beach relay team as well as the mixed as Clubs sometimes struggle with the right mix of
girls and boys in an age group. We could only enter one beach relay team across our entire team
this year due to age and gender restrictions set by Oceans.

4/11/2017 1:13 PM

2 u12 tube rescue 4/1/2017 8:32 PM

3 U12 tube rescue 3/21/2017 8:46 AM

4 Tube rescue and board rescue for the U12s. 3/16/2017 8:42 AM

5 U12 tube rescue. U12 board rescue. Rescuing people is what this sport is founded on. 3/14/2017 10:47 PM

6 An alternative to the junior tube rescue. Maybe a tube relay - with fins? Could be mixed teams of
3? - girls at that age are equivalent swimmers

3/14/2017 9:19 PM

7 u12 rescue added in full with swim out and retrieve, all athletes hold 200 meter badges allow clubs
to decide if kids can do it. no need for boat ride.

3/14/2017 9:05 PM

8 Surf Ski for U14 3/14/2017 7:40 PM

9 Rescues are what Surf is all about....re-introduce U11 & U12 Rescue events. 3/14/2017 11:21 AM

10 U12 tube rescue needs to be reinstated. Once again a wrong decision by SLSNZ, here on one
hand you are saying Athlete Focussed but who are you thinking about when you can this event,
not the athletes, they love this event and the reasons giving by SLSNZ are just cluthcing at straws.
Bring it back into the programme, it is a large part of Surf Lifesaving and should be included. In the
reasons giving by you for not holding the event included the length of time treading water and
length of time swimming, not sure but to be able to compete at Oceans you have to be able to
tread water and swim 200m competantly. It is also a teams event which is great for the kids.

3/14/2017 8:59 AM

11 Under 12 tube rescue 3/14/2017 8:07 AM

Yes

No
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12 It's a shame that the under 12s are not doing tube rescue anymore. 3/14/2017 7:55 AM
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3.03% 1

96.97% 32

Q36 Are there any events that you feel should be removed from the
Oceans' programme? If so, please give reasons why.

Answered: 33 Skipped: 16

TOTAL 33

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 I don't think any should be removed, but the mixed team and group events definitely favor the
larger clubs, while we have to sit them out due to lack of appropriate number of kids/age group
participants

3/15/2017 4:49 PM

2 Grand Cameron - adds another event to the programme. Bigger clubs can put in many teams. 3/14/2017 7:41 AM
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100.00% 26

69.23% 18

53.85% 14

Q37 If you could select three things that would improve Oceans', what
would they be?
Answered: 26 Skipped: 23

# 1. DATE

1 Timed marshalling so the kids are safe to get water/food/sunblock/rest for a set time between
events? Not easy to organise i know.

4/11/2017 1:13 PM

2 beach run events in the morning or evening when cooler 4/1/2017 8:32 PM

3 MARSHALL THEM AT TEAM MEETINGS 3/23/2017 3:49 PM

4 Staying at The Mount 3/21/2017 9:19 PM

5 stay at the mount number one indeed 3/21/2017 8:15 PM

6 Timing of the stand down periods between events 3/17/2017 10:25 PM

7 Timings of events - generally fine but day 3 morning was a little rushed for the U12s. 3/16/2017 8:42 AM

8 Shade tents alongside arenas for spectators 3/15/2017 4:49 PM

9 Keep it where it is 3/15/2017 7:24 AM

10 Do away with club points. If Oceans is about being “Athlete focused” why is such a big thing made
about top club? There are only a handful of clubs that have the ability to win this title yet many
decisions at Oceans are made to keep these clubs happy.

3/14/2017 10:47 PM

11 Accomodating teams all together 3/14/2017 9:21 PM

12 Allow smaller clubs to join together for team events (sprint relays, board rescues, grand cameron).
They could share the points

3/14/2017 9:19 PM

13 Options for single sex relay teams - not just mixed 3/14/2017 9:06 PM

14 stay at the mt 3/14/2017 9:05 PM

15 Food and Beverage 3/14/2017 7:40 PM

16 Be able to hear the sound system clearly at all arenas. 3/14/2017 2:58 PM

17 Better scheduling of events that ensure athlete's are well rested 3/14/2017 1:56 PM

18 Slight Schedule changes to ensure Team events dont impact individual performances 3/14/2017 11:21 AM

19 Timing of the Grand Cameron 3/14/2017 10:49 AM

20 Bring it back to Mt Maunganui 3/14/2017 10:34 AM

21 Take it back to Mt Mauganui 3/14/2017 8:59 AM

22 I don't have anything. 3/14/2017 8:20 AM

23 Take more kids through on the board semi's/ finals 3/14/2017 8:07 AM

24 TEXTs to team managers about programme changes as they happen during the day 3/14/2017 8:03 AM

25 Allocate tent spots. When you have to travel it's difficult to secure a spot. 3/14/2017 7:55 AM

26 Reduce competition days from 4 to 3. 3/14/2017 7:41 AM

# 2. DATE

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

1.

2.

3.
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1 Event moves round the country as per the senior Nationals - so kids get to experience other
beaches

4/11/2017 1:13 PM

2 SAVE KIDS BEING KEPT IN TENTS TOO LONG, NOISEY, HOT, WAITING 3/23/2017 3:49 PM

3 Letting smaller clubs combine to do relays - even if it means they can't win medals/club points if
this is about participation then there is no reason not to allow this. We pay the same the fee to
enter and our competitors are disadvantaged by not being able to take part in the relays, purely
because we don't have large numbers of competitors.

3/21/2017 9:19 PM

4 more arenas 3/21/2017 8:15 PM

5 Drop the Sunday events 3/17/2017 10:25 PM

6 Perhaps a portable toilet nearer to each marshaling tent, so marshaled and waiting kids can go
without a panicked run all the way down the beach

3/15/2017 4:49 PM

7 Loud speaker to marshall events for the first time. Any changes in the programme mean no one
knows quiet when you want us in the tent

3/15/2017 7:24 AM

8 an arena referee at the finish line in each arena. This is not the person counting first, second etc or
even filming on the ipad but an over view person who has the final say. This could do away with
the protest problem.

3/14/2017 10:47 PM

9 Keep it at Mount Manganui 3/14/2017 9:06 PM

10 if not the rescue add a event for u12 age group? 3/14/2017 9:05 PM

11 Timing 3/14/2017 7:40 PM

12 Have number boards at every arena that stipulate how many places the athlwte's are competing
for to make the semis, quarters etc

3/14/2017 1:56 PM

13 Re-introducing U11 & U12 rescue events 3/14/2017 11:21 AM

14 Not rushing to complete an age group by mid day, spread it out 3/14/2017 10:49 AM

15 Reintroduce u12 Tube Rescue 3/14/2017 8:59 AM

16 only have surf race or run swim run not both 3/14/2017 8:07 AM

17 Update communication documents and have them available on SLSNZ website earlier. 3/14/2017 7:55 AM

18 Display boards at each arena tent advising updates on arena such as heats on
now/semifinals/changes in event information

3/14/2017 7:41 AM

# 3. DATE

1 Sponsorship from Allpress coffee - one free coffee a day for all JSC's to cope with the stresses of
the day!

4/11/2017 1:13 PM

2 Better/healthier food retailers onsite 3/21/2017 9:19 PM

3 better commentary of when events on and where 3/21/2017 8:15 PM

4 Better speakers system 3/17/2017 10:25 PM

5 Commentator maybe once in a while giving some recognition to participants from the smaller clubs
and not just the large clubs names over and over again.

3/15/2017 4:49 PM

6 Spectator space. Bigger spaces between arenas to allow more people closer to action. Like the
space to the left of arena 1.

3/14/2017 10:47 PM

7 Less of a quick cull from heats straight through to semis eliminating potentially good contenders -
could have had quarter finals given our early finish times each day and the good conditions

3/14/2017 9:06 PM

8 cameron on first day 3/14/2017 9:05 PM

9 Move back to the Mount 3/14/2017 7:40 PM

10 Ask a good cross-section of athletes their thoughts about future oceans events when in the
planning phases.

3/14/2017 1:56 PM

11 Ensuring we come back to the Mount! 3/14/2017 11:21 AM

12 More finals on the last day instead of straight after an event especially board relay's 3/14/2017 10:49 AM
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13 Control costs. $95 per athlete to enter is expensive. 3/14/2017 7:55 AM

14 Marshalling for sprints needs to be announced loud and clear. 3/14/2017 7:41 AM
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Q38 Please take the time to provide any further feedback on the event.
Answered: 15 Skipped: 34

# RESPONSES DATE

1 We have a big debate every year about what Oceans is all about and who it is for. Being held at
the Mount the coaches see it as a pinnacle of the surf sports calendar and should be for top
athletes only. SLSNZ advertise it as something for all to enter but then very kindly put all the onus
of safety directly back on the Club coaches and managers. If you have parents of kids who want
their child to participate in everything but the coaches feel they are unsafe to do so then it causes
all sorts of issues. Being held at a beach like Orewa the event can be for everyone but can the
event cope with the numbers? Is the open door policy just so Oceans acts as a fundraiser for
SLSNZ? In all other sports for a child to compete at National level there are certain requirements
the child needs to meet - would this event not benefit from a little more entry requirements?

4/11/2017 1:13 PM

2 Amazing event - thanks to all those who give up their time to make it happen 3/21/2017 9:19 PM

3 Stay at the mount is my main feedback thank you 3/21/2017 8:15 PM

4 Great event keep up the good work 3/21/2017 8:46 AM

5 Great event 3/17/2017 10:25 PM

6 Great event. Disappointed Oceans is not at the Mount next year. Keep up the great work. 3/16/2017 8:42 AM

7 We love Oceans! My daughter has two more years and we are already excited about her
continued participation.

3/15/2017 4:49 PM

8 Thanks to all involved for the many hours given to make this event for our kids. We really
appreciate it.

3/14/2017 10:47 PM

9 As an U11 team this was our first experience at Oceans - and it exceeded our expectations and
the kids just loved it.

3/14/2017 9:06 PM

10 Coatesey and his crew are amazing. The Mount put on a superb event as always. Thank you to
SLSNZ for putting this together. If you are familiar with the AIMS games perhaps some learnings
from that event could be taken on board for future event organising and communicating. Vicky
Semple does an amazing job at organising a range of sports for similar age groups but for 9000
athletes.

3/14/2017 1:56 PM

11 Overall a very good experiance at the Mount as was previous years. Lots and lots of very negative
talk about the Change to Orewa next year with many clubs questioning that decision.

3/14/2017 11:21 AM

12 Overall I really enjoyed the event and I know the families within our group also enjoyed the event.
Our main issues were within our own club which can hopefully be rectified.

3/14/2017 9:23 AM

13 Thanks everyone for a great opportunity!!! 3/14/2017 8:07 AM

14 The event management team worked extremely hard - from the guys driving the tractors and
pulling the trailers onto the beach to the arena marshalls wearing tutus - you guys were legends. I
think the support that is given to this event is exceptional. THANKS :)

3/14/2017 8:03 AM

15 One again, our club thoroughly enjoyed the experience. Thank you. 3/14/2017 7:55 AM
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